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Abstract 
Methods and technologies of geoinformatics, Open Data and Open Source software are used in scientific organizations 
worldwide. One of the Open Source’s forms to represent scientific projects to a wide audience of thematic users via web 
browsers is a web geographic information system (web-gis). Two web-gis projects are available on the official IEPT 
RAS website at the Maps and Databases section (https://www.itpz-ran.ru/en/results/maps-and-databases/). The page of 
interactive geoinformation projects shows the spatial results of global test for the real-time prediction of the world’s 
strongest earthquakes, M8 test and morphostructural zonation and earthquake-prone areas. An ongoing 
morphostructural zonation project presents the earthquake-prone areas (seisogenic nodes) of possible strong 
earthquakes for Italian region and Caspian and Black Seas. The paper describes the actual state of web-gis IEPT RAS 
projects, their content and database organization in QGIS Desktop and then publication on the QGIS Server with future 
extension plans.  

Keywords: Web-gis, Open Source software, QGIS Desktop, QGIS Server, QGIS plugins, M8 algorithm, seismogenic 
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INTRODUCTION 

There are different ways to summarize and to present the activities and geographical projects of  an institution with the 
help of commercial and Open Source software [Maurya et al., 2015]. Modern web-gis nowdays includes proprietary and 
Open Source solutions and in fact could be a mix of both software types. Open Source nowdays is being implemented 
in the industry and academia, one of the examples of recent years is given in the paper [Podolskaia, 2021]. 

One of the Open Source’s forms is a web geographic information system (web gis) to represent the spatial data of 
scientific projects to a wide audience of thematic users via web browsers [Advances in Web-based GIS ..., 2011; 
Mandrugin, Archipenko, 2011]. Research web-gis projects have some common features for the web and certain 
specificities for the scientific part, one of the examples could be the Electronic Earth Project described in the paper 
[Afanasiev et al., 2010]. Analytical Internet project with the database of seismic traces is described in the works 
published by the Institute of Computational Mathematics and Mathematical Geophysics and Institute of Informatics 
Systems of SB RAS [Braginskaya, Grigoryuk, 2012; Braginskaya et al., 2021; Zagorulko, 2014]. Some experience was 
discussed in the  recent paper on the web-gis development to present the earthquakes data [Brudko, 2021]. 
 
Available functions of an Open Source GIS could be extended with the help of plugins collected and updated by their 
developers at https://plugins.qgis.org/. Some plugins are known in seismological domain. for example QQuake, a QGIS 
Plugin for Loading Seismological Data From Web Services [Locati  et al., 2021], aimed in particular to the 
seismological data direct access. 
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The web-gis project allows internal and external users be familiar with the content of the Institute of Earthquake 
Prediction Theory and Mathematical Geophysics RAS (IEPT RAS)  projects in the absence of special (geoinformation) 
software installed on the user's computer. The only limitation of the work is the access level to the GIS-project, which is 
provided and maintained by the administrator of the Institute's website. Web-gis projects are available on the official 
Institute’s website in the section of Maps and Databases (https://www.itpz-ran.ru/en/results/maps-and-databases/) 

which is in the main menue ‘Results’. The web GIS application is available subject to an internet connection. The 
application can be used both by users working from computers, phones and tablets of the Institute running Windows 
OS, and by external users without limiting geographical coverage.  

We have analysed several plugins of QGIS providing a publishing services in the cloud (https://plugins.qgis.org/), and 
decided to install and to use our own QGIS Server due to the value of Institute’s data. Advantages of this local 
installation is that we can monitor the databases and GIS-projects ourselves thanks to the technical support group. 

This paper focuses on two ongoing IEPT QGIS-based projects: ‘Global test for real-time prediction of the world’s 
strongest earthquakes’ and ‘Morphostructural zonation and earthquake-prone areas’, main features of these web-gis 
projects, previously covered at the poster session of Institute’s conference in 2021 [Podolskaia et al., 2021]. ‘The 
Aftershocks hazard assessment system’ (AFCAST) project, also available on the IEPT website, was developed based on 
the Google map system. Paper [Baranov, Shebalin, 2019] presents AFCAST detailed description, including the 
algorithms used to predict strong aftershocks. 

EXPERT FORECAST OF THE WORLD STRONGEST EARTHQUAKES  

The web-gis peoject demonstrates the results of the intermediate-term middle-range earthquake prediction method, 
called briefly the M8 algorithm [Ismail-Zadeh and Kossobokov, 2021], M8 was designed by retroactive analysis of 
dynamics in seismicity preceding the great, magnitude 8.0+, earthquakes worldwide, hence its name. The exact 
definitions and computer code of the M8 algorithm can be found in the following papers [Keilis-Borok, Kossobokov 
,1990; Healy et al. ,1992; Kossobokov, 1997]. The Global test web-gis section covers results over the time period from 
1985 to the present and consists on two QGIS Desktop projects: “Common Access 2000-2014” and “Special Access 
2015 and later” and a set of  of archived maps for 1985-1999 period  grouped as JPEG files. 

Access to the Institute's data is organized by user groups and is divided depending on the data relevance. QGIS-Desktop 
projects containing general geographic layers (graticuls and coastline from Natural Earth datasets at 
https://www.naturalearthdata.com/, and seismic mask as raster prepared by the Institute) and thematic Institute’s data 
(thematical geodatabases) are published in the web-gis form. The web gis application opens in the user's browser by 
clicking on the link (https://www.itpz-ran.ru/en/results/maps-and-databases/). Published Desktop QGIS-project is a set 
of vector and raster layers, accompanied by a set of basic functions (widgets) for viewing, moving around the map, 
zooming, and basic calculating. Data on the Global M8-MSc Intermediate-Term Predictions 2000-2014 of the world 
strongest earthquakes M 7.5 and M 8.0 are accessible via the link (https://www.itpz-ran.ru/en/results/maps-and-
databases/global-test-for-real-time-prediction-of-the-worlds-strongest-earthquakes/earthquakes-data-m-8_0-7_5-2000-
2014/), interface for M 7.5 is shown on the Fig. 1; screenshots of layers set are on the Fig. 2. 
 

                     

                 Figure 1. Screenshot interface of  ‘Global M8-MSc Intermediate-Term Predictions’  2000-2014 of the world 
strongest earthquakes M 7.5 
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Figure 2. Common layers set  for all sub-projects  ‘Global M8-MSc Intermediate-Term Predictions’ of M 8.0 for 2000-

2014 (Common Access) 

MORPHOSTRUCTURAL ZONATION AND EARTHQUAKE-PRONE AREAS 

“Morphostructural zonation and earthquake-prone areas”  project summarizes the results on the recognition of places of 
strong earthquakes’ possible occurrence within Italian region [Gorshkov et al., 2002] and territory of Caspian and Black 
Seas [Novikova, Gorshkov, 2018]. The studies [Gorshkov et al., 2002, 2003, 2004, 2009] have shown that strong 
earthquakes confined to the intersections of tectonically active fault zones - morphostructural nodes, the location of 
which determined by the method of morphostructural zoning. The pattern recognition algorithms perform nodes’ 
classification on seismic hazard degree. Earth prone nodes and Lineaments by rank are grouped in QGIS Desktop 
project and published in web gis for Italy (https://www.itpz-ran.ru/en/results/maps-and-
databases/lineaments_italyregion/) and for Caspian-Back Seas (https://www.itpz-ran.ru/en/results/maps-and-
databases/lineaments-black-sea-caspian-region/). Projects’s interfaces are shown on the Fig. 3-4. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Screenshot interface of Italian region: Morphostructural zonation and earthquake-prone areas 
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Figure 4. Screenshot interface of Black and Caspian Seas: Morphostructural zonation and earthquake-prone areas 

Technologically these two projects are linked to the geodatabases, QGIS Desctop projects have metadata and a list of 
key words. User's Guide of the web gis application is aimed to help users (employees and visitors of the Institute's 
website) who want to get acquainted with earthquake data. The document is written in Russian, names of the 
Application layers are given in English. The working languages of web-gis are Russian and English.  

GEODATABASES 

SpatiaLite format (https://www.gaia-gis.it/fossil/libspatialite/index) has been choisen as a technical format in order to 
move from the shp-files hystorically being archived and maintained at the Institute. By using SpatiaLite we can store 
the collections of layers (lines, points, polygons) and data tables as well. 

SpatiaLite suits needs of Institute’s web-gis from a number of technical and user experience’s points of view. Firstly, it 
allows multiuser editing which is very convenient for working in research group when its members are geographically 
distributed. Secondly, we have a flexibility to choise a proprietary or Open Source GIS software any time having the 
datasets in SpatiaLite-one-file format of unlimited size. And thirdly, there is no need in the installation and 
configuration on the administrative side, database administration is performed by GIS-specialist. 
 

Metadata and key words of QGIS Desktop projects 

Metadata are being filled in by the QGIS project administrator (GIS-specialist) when a projects is about to be published.  
They contain basic information like title (name of the project to be published for users), author (or a number of authors) 
and description that can be arbitrary, but remains informative for the administrator and users. Also, a useful experience 
in organizing projects (especially when the content of project layers increases and becomes more complex) is filling in 
the keyword tab, as a rule, their number is about 5-7. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Web-gis implementation allows interacting with the users by providing them with the maps and data from the Institute’s 
databases on several projects. Further expansion of web publishing is possible for other projects in 2D and 3D forms. 
External services thematically related to the earthquakes would be additional references, their performance and 
availability have to be tested. For the Institute web-gis publishing is not only the way to transform Desktop gis-projects, 
make them technically performante, but a way to share the information about projects and to find the ways of possible 
cooperation with the research community. 

Web-gis activities are combined with the educational seminars held at the Institute internally for colleagues of different 
backgrounds in a variety geoinformation domains such as Open Source and Open data directions, digital elevation 
models and surfaces for earthquakes, etc. The Institute actively invites students from different universities  like 
Lomonosov State University, “MIREA – Russian Technological University”, Gubkin National University of Oil and 
Gas, etc. to participate in the geospatial research with web-gis tools. 
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